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Abstract
This study examines how algorithmic processing affects structures and practices in sports journalism in Germany. A multi-
level perspective is used to determine which strategies data providers, software providers, and media outlets use to
develop automated reporting, which compiles perspectives across the entire line of news production. The results of
11 in-depth interviews show that non-journalistic actors are vital partners in the news production process, as all actors
work together in data handling, training, and software development. Moreover, automation can generate additional con-
tent such as match and historical coverage to help address shortfalls in capacity. However, given the business case for
automation, amateur football (soccer) is currently the only viable candidate for its use. Many actors involved in the pro-
cess argue that automated content is an added value for their readers, but claim that content quality has to be put before
quantity. This means that some media outlets edit automated articles to increase the quality of their sports journalism,
but that this is done only on a small scale. Media outlets do not perceive their roles to be changing, but see automation
as a helpful tool that complements their work; a few use automatically created articles as a baseline for in-depth report-
ing. Moreover, the so-called ‘meta-writer’ has not become a reality yet, as data-processing and news writing are still kept
separate. This article sheds new light on the use of automation in the sports beat, highlighting the growing role of non-
journalistic actors in the news production process.
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algorithmic journalism; automated journalism; automated news; data journalism; football; Germany; meta-journalist;
robo-news; soccer; sports journalism
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1. Introduction
This article examines how algorithmic processing affects
institutionalised structures and practices in sports jour-
nalism in Germany. It assesses the strategies that data
providers, software providers, and media outlets have
devised regarding the development of automated report-
ing. This study focuses on how German sports journal-
ismmanages the balancing act betweenbeing a data-rich
(and thus easily ‘automatable’) beat on the one hand,
and the impact of economic constraints and journalists’
perceptions of ‘good’ sports coverage on the other hand.
The sports beat is especially well suited to automa-
tion due to the extensive structured data available and
its routine events (Galily, 2018; Graefe, 2016). While sim-
ple automation processes have been used for weather
and earnings reports for quite some time (Graefe, 2016,
pp. 19–20), sports recaps (namely baseball) were the
first application for automation by the major natural
language generation providers Automated Insights and
Narrative Science (Allen, Templon, McNally, Birnbaum,
& Hammond, 2010; Graefe, 2016, p. 17). While aca-
demics and journalists often emphasize that sports re-
porting requires (human) creativity and emotions (Horky
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& Stelzner, 2013), which sets it apart from other data-
intensive beats such as finance, media outlets have suc-
cessfully used automation, especially in amateur sports
reporting (e.g., WashPostPR, 2017). In this article, I ex-
plore how German sports reporting uses automation,
and identify lessons for the future.
I conducted guideline-based interviews to investi-
gate the perceptions of sports data providers, software
providers, and media outlets regarding automation. This
approach examines views throughout the news produc-
tion process, as the study participants include journal-
ists as well as non-journalistic actors who may influence
the (re-)definition of journalistic self-conceptions, and
whose role in the news process might change with au-
tomation (see Carlson, 2015, p. 417). I demonstrate how
journalists and these “journalistic strangers” (Holton &
Belair-Gagnon, 2018) interact with each other, and how
they define their relationship in automating amateur
sports coverage.
This study focuses on the production of automated
news rather than audience perceptions. The latter has
been studied extensively in general (e.g., van der Kaa
& Krahmer, 2014) as well as in the case of sports (Yao,
Salmon, & Tandoc, 2018). This research has found that
readers are ambivalent in their perceptions of auto-
mated news, ranging from being unable to differenti-
ate between automatically and human-written mate-
rial (e.g., Clerwall, 2014) to distinctly preferring either
machine-written (e.g., Jung, Song, Kim, Im, & Oh, 2017)
or human-written articles (e.g., Graefe, Haim, Haarmann,
& Brosius, 2018). Although I did not survey the audience,
it stills plays a major role for both journalists and jour-
nalistic strangers, as both anticipate audience reactions:
The readers motivated initial decisions to automate, and
their feedback sparks efforts to adjust the software set-
tings for future articles.
The article begins with a literature review of auto-
mated journalism and its use in sports reporting. It then
presents the methods and discusses the results. The arti-
cle concludes with a discussion of the use of automation
in sports reporting and areas for further research.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Automated Journalism in the Newsroom
Algorithmic processes are used to select, create and dis-
tribute news content. Automated content creation, us-
ing natural language generation, is defined as “algorith-
mic processes that convert data into narrative news texts
with limited to no human intervention beyond the initial
programming” (Carlson, 2015, p. 417). In principle, this
definition also applies to the automatic creation of news
videos and visualisations (e.g., Alhalaseh et al., 2015).
The automated composition of news texts proceeds
in three steps (Dörr, 2016, pp. 703–704). The first step is
inputting structured data. In sports, this is usually match
day data, such as the number of goals, attendance, goal
scorers, or yellow cards. The second step is the “initial
programming” (Carlson, 2015, p. 417): A journalist cre-
ates a template that is later filledwith data (Graefe, 2016,
p. 17). To add variability to the news texts, synonyms and
‘if-then-else’ branches, for example decision rules for the
algorithms to decide whether the match was an ‘easy
win’ or a ‘bad loss’ for a team, can be programmed in. The
last step is the output, i.e., the articles generated from
the data.
Automated journalism lends itself to data-intensive
beats, such as crime, finance and sports (van Dalen,
2012). News agencies and individual news outlets in-
creasingly use automated content creation (e.g., Fanta,
2017), such as theWashington Post’s Olympics coverage
(Rojas Torrijos, 2019).
2.2. Changes in the Journalistic Profession through
Automation and Journalistic Strangers
Automation processes have been found to heavily im-
pact the journalistic profession, for example working rou-
tines and self-conceptions. Journalists generally feel opti-
mistic about automated news reporting, as it frees them
up from conducting grunt work and lets them report on
in-depth issues (Wu, Tandoc, & Salmon, 2019, p. 1451).
They are adapting to these changes by “re-examin(ing)
their core skills” (van Dalen, 2012, p. 649); automation is
not perceived as a threat, but rather as a form of hybrid
work inwhich journalistsmaintain control over news gen-
eration (Graefe, 2016; Thurman, Dörr, & Kunert, 2017;
Wu et al., 2019).
Carlson (2015, p. 423) finds that journalists either
augment their core skills by becoming “meta-writers”
who acquire computational skills and thinking (Gynnild,
2014; Lindén, 2017a), or outsource these skills by di-
viding tasks with programmers (Lindén, 2017b, p. 132).
Carlson (2015, p. 417) classifies this negotiation of jour-
nalistic roles as a “technological drama,” inwhich journal-
ists have to redefine their roleswhile “technologists” find
their way into newsrooms. Therefore, research on news
automation must examine journalists as well as non-
journalistic actors such as data and software providers.
Holton and Belair-Gagnon (2018) classify these non-
journalistic actors as ‘journalistic strangers,’ who shape
journalistic innovation and challenge the profession to
evolve by introducing new perspectives and tools such
as web analytics and programming. In the case of arti-
cle automation, the journalistic strangers aremainly data
and software providers, who are external to the news
outlets, yet have vital tasks. They enter the news produc-
tion process as “implicit interlopers” as they drive inno-
vation by offering “potential contributions and improve-
ments” (Holton & Belair-Gagnon, 2018, p. 74) to journal-
ism, i.e., enhanced content and connection to audiences.
Unlike “explicit interlopers,” such as independently run
blogs or the disclosure platformWikiLeaks, implicit inter-
lopers do not challenge journalistic authority (Eldridge,
2019). They are generally welcomed to newsrooms, even
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though this may be the result of a longer negotiation pro-
cess of journalistic values and role perceptions (Chua &
Duffy, 2019), which is also the case for automating con-
tent generation (Thurman et al., 2017).
For article automation, implicit interlopers are the
main drivers of innovation, as they contribute the nec-
essary technological aspects such as software platforms
and data. These types of interlopers are notmere service
providers working at the periphery of news production;
they are powerful actors at the very heart of it (Ahva,
2019, p. 124; Tandoc, 2019, p. 141). This is surprising,
because in the case of software providers, journalistic
articles are not their main product, but rather “product
descriptions, portfolio analyses, or patient summaries in
hospitals” (Graefe, 2016, p. 19). Despite their central role
as providers of the main infrastructures for automated
sports content, readers are often not aware of their ex-
istence, as content may not be labelled as automated,
but simply contain the brand of the news outlet (Braun,
2014, pp. 124–125).
Individual journalists’ perceptions of these journalis-
tic strangers seem to depend on the news beat. For in-
stance, Thurman et al. (2017) found that finance jour-
nalists and editors felt positively about automation,
whereas sports journalists vehemently opposed it. These
discrepancies warrant a closer look at the sports beat.
2.3. Impact on the Sports Beat
The sports beat is a good candidate for article automa-
tion since it has routine events that can be covered in-
stantaneously and at high volume using this technol-
ogy (Galily, 2018; Graefe, 2016). Moreover, extensive
structured datasets are collected and available, for ex-
ample via OPTA (2020). For popular sports, such as
football [soccer] in Germany (Allensbacher Markt und
Werbeträgeranalyse, 2019), data are also collected for lo-
cal events such as regional leagues.Without automation,
these leagueswould not be covered in themedia due to a
lack of personnel and resources (vanDalen, 2012, p. 652),
which means that this type of coverage finds small, yet
likely loyal, audiences (Carlson, 2015, p. 426). Moreover,
automation allows articles to be sent out quickly, giving
journalists time to work on in-depth reporting (Lindén,
2017a; Thurman et al., 2017, pp. 1249–1250), such as
personal stories of coaches and players. The use of au-
tomation may thus be regarded as a service to loyal
readers as well as a sound business investment for ex-
tending sports coverage (Boyle, 2006), achievedwith the
help of implicit interlopers, especially software providers.
However, commercially used software templates only
cover a limited number of sports (e.g., football in the
case of Retresco’s textengine), although non-commercial
prototypes have been created, for example, for cricket
(Gunasiri & Jayaratne, 2019) and ice hockey (Kanerva,
Rönnqvist, Kekki, Salakoski, & Ginter, 2019).
Despite this potential, sports coverage has some
characteristics that may hinder article automation and
thus the involvement of implicit interlopers, as they pro-
foundly change traditional processes of sports report-
ing. For instance, when reporting on a match, the con-
text beyond the match statistics such as goals or yel-
low cards must be taken into account. However, such
in-depth data that would help journalists who were not
present adequately describe a match are often unavail-
able, especially for amateur leagues (see Lindén, 2017b).
As a sports reporter said in Thurman et al.’s (2017,
pp. 1247–1248) study, “the data might only present
‘10 percent of the story.”’ He thus found a crucial part
of reporting missing when asked to assess the quality of
automatically created articles, and felt that these articles
were “throw away, repetitive, not particularly interest-
ing” (Thurman et al., 2017, p. 1248).
Another sports journalist in Thurman et al.’s (2017)
study claimed that automation can help discover stories
in the first place, especially when the data defy what
he called “accepted wisdom” in sports (Thurman et al.,
2017, p. 1248;Wuet al., 2019). This resembles the notion
of a “hybrid collective” of an enhanced human–machine
connection (Primo & Zago, 2015), yet shows that sports
journalists in Thurman et al.’s (2017) study saw automa-
tion as merely a tool in the newsroom, but not one that
writes publishable news stories.
Sports coverage is also associated with emotion and
storytelling (Horky & Stelzner, 2013), which has not yet
found its way into factual automated reports (Yao et al.,
2018). However, it can be questioned whether results-
led reporting requires an individual journalistic voice,
as such coverage is usually done in fixed templates,
and reads similarly to automatically created output (see
Carlson, 2015, p. 425).
In addition to style issues, sports journalists have
been found in early studies to be generally weary of au-
tomation technology. In describing journalists’ reactions
to StatSheet, a now defunct sports statistics website, van
Dalen (2012) found that sports journalists felt they were
competing with the underlying algorithm (p. 652), a sen-
timent echoed by Carlson (2015, pp. 422–423). The cur-
rent dominant notion of a “hybrid collective” (Primo &
Zago, 2015) between journalists and algorithms empha-
sises separating automatised routine tasks done by ma-
chines from skills that require humans (for the distinction
between “low” and “high” journalism, see also Lindén,
2017a, p. 65). Instead of competing with the algorithm,
van Dalen (2012, p. 653) advises sports journalists to
“concentrate on their own strengths,” and on “the hu-
man advantage of telling the story in the sporting world”
(Galily, 2018, p. 50).
I aim to disentangle the relationship between the
sports beat and automation, represented by the involve-
ment of implicit interlopers, with a holistic view of the
whole news production line, consisting of data providers,
software providers, and news outlets. I focus on the case
study of Germany, a big sports market with an emphasis
on football:
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RQ: How do data providers, software providers, and
news outlets perceive and work with article automa-
tion in German sports reporting?
3. Methodology
I conducted interviews on the use and perceptions of
article automation in German sports journalism and as-
sessed them using qualitative content analysis (Schreier,
2012). I incorporated views from the entire production
line of automated journalism, thus examining how jour-
nalists and implicit interlopers, namely data and soft-
ware providers, assess their relationship and working
processes (Ahva, 2019, p. 125; Holton & Belair-Gagnon,
2018, p. 76). Thus, I interviewed two providers of
sports data, three software providers, five news outlets,
and representatives of the German Football Association
(DFB) between March 2018 and April 2020 (Table 1).
Starting with the interlopers, OPTA and Sportec
Solutions are the most prominent data providers for
sports data in Germany. For the software providers,
AX Semantics and Retresco were interviewed. Retresco
provides the ‘textengine’ used bymanymedia outlets, in-
cluding those interviewed for this study. ReportExpress is
an app that provides software for reporting on amateur
football matches. It is classified as a software provider
since it focuses on producing content and is not a news
outlet (its articles are not published in the media, but
can be downloaded by its users). To account for a range
of views from news outlets, I interviewed outlets with
different strategies for automation in sports reporting:
the online portal OVB24’s Beinschuss (in German: nut-
meg or tunnel, a sports term), which covers amateur
football in Upper Bavaria; Der Spiegel, which uses large
volumes of data and some automation for sports news
projects, but does not plan on implementing automation
to create text; FussiFreunde (in German: football friends),
which covers amateur football in Hamburg; Nordbayern
Amateure (in German: Northern Bavarian amateurs),
which reports on amateur football inMiddle Franconia in
Bavaria; and Sportbuzzer, which previously used automa-
tion for their amateur football reporting in the Bremen
area but has since stopped. Fussball.de (in German: foot-
ball), run by the German Football Association, is the
biggest provider of automated reporting on German am-
ateur football. TheGerman Football Association presents
a special case, as it is an implicit interloper that covers
amateur matches similarly to media outlets. However,
the German Football Association claims that they have
no journalistic aspirations and do not challenge journal-
istic authority, as their sole aim is to provide a service for
their amateur leagues.
The first few interviews with data and software
providers conducted for this research demonstrated
that automated journalism is viable only for football in
Germany, which is why the sample focuses on this sport.
The interviews averaged one hour (range: 32 minutes to
2 hours). They were conducted in person (2), via tele-
phone (6), via video chat (2), and via e-mail (1).
This sample offers an adequate overview of German
news outlets’ experiences with automation in sports cov-
erage. Only a few software companies offer text automa-
tion for sports; Retresco is the main provider of this ser-
vice. All five news outlets I interviewed use (or previously
used) Retresco’s textengine, and their accounts of the
software differ only in details. Thus, other news outlets
would likely report similar experiences. However, I did
not interview outlets that use AX Semantic’s platform.
Moreover, asmedia outlets oftendonot label automated
articles, identifying possible interviewees was not easy,
which might mean that strategies regarding automation
other than the ones presentedweremissed. Lastly, there
Table 1. Interviewees.
Type Company/Outlet Name Position
Data provider OPTA Sven Tröster Chief editor, Germany and Switzerland
Data provider Sportec Solutions Holger Rahlfs Head of product
Software provider AX Semantics Frank Feulner Chief visionary officer
Software provider Retresco Johannes Sommer CEO
Software provider ReportExpress Gabriel Brass CEO
Media outlet Beinschuss Martin Vodermair Editor in chief
Media outlet Der Spiegel Patrick Stotz Data journalist
Media outlet FussiFreunde Dennis Kormanjos Editor
Media outlet Nordbayern Amateure Bastian Eberle Team leader, amateur football
Media outlet Sportbuzzer Steffen von Deetzen Product manager for the introduction of
automation
German Football Fussball.de Dr. Frank Biendara Managing director, DFB GmbH
Association (DFB) Anja Vianden Project manager, robot journalism
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is only onemedia outlet in the sample for which automa-
tion was not successful, meaning that there is not a bal-
ance of critical voices.
Interview questions fall into five categories: 1) work-
ings of automation (viability for different sports, data
collection systems, software systems, introduction of au-
tomation at news outlets, successes and obstacles as-
sociated with automation); 2) working with automated
articles (article quality, types of customers of data and
software providers, possible extension of the use of au-
tomation, editing practices at news outlets, reader re-
actions, practice of labelling articles); 3) working with
the software (training of the software, journalists’ tech-
nological skills, potential and limits of the software,
working together across the journalistic production line);
4) data availability and maintenance (data depth and
sources, maintenance, reaction to errors); 5) and change
in sports reporting through automation (journalistic self-
perceptions, changes in the profession, dangers and lim-
its of automation for journalism, possible advantages of
human journalists). The full interview guide is available
in the Supplementary File.
The coding was structured by deductive categories
derived from the literature on automation. These codes
concerned the reception of automation in the respective
newsroomand its impact on journalistic self-perceptions,
the positive impacts of automation (e.g., saving time,
exploring new story formats) as well as the negative
aspects (e.g., no context, low quality), data availabil-
ity, business considerations (e.g., cost), and user/reader
feedback. New categories and codes were created in-
ductively, which concerned mostly the interloper–media
outlet relationships or were specific to sports (Schreier,
2012). These included working together across the pro-
duction line, software development, possible business
cases for sports other than football, the heightened im-
portance of putting automated sports content into con-
text, and, in the case of media outlets, creating a bond
with local readers.
4. Results and Discussion
I identified fourmain themes: ‘Actors:Working Together,’
‘Content: Additional Coverage,’ ‘Money: Football Only,’
and ‘Quality: The Art of (Human) Sports Reporting.’
These themes demonstrate the deeply intertwined re-
lationship between journalists and implicit interlopers
(Holton & Belair-Gagnon, 2018), showing their common
working routines, the impact of the innovations that the
interlopers contribute to newsrooms, how these innova-
tions are affected by economic considerations, and how
the innovations are negotiated through the lens of jour-
nalistic self-conceptions.
4.1. Actors: Working Together
The implicit interlopers are deeply involved in the work-
ing routines of automated journalism. Their work in data
handling, the training of journalists and newsrooms, and
software development is a prerequisite for automated
journalism. However, the interlopers’ work is mostly sep-
arate from editorial work, and journalists are only in-
volved in the technological processes to a limited degree.
4.1.1. Data Handling
Asmedia outlets often have limited experiencewith data
handling, data providers OPTA and Sportec Solutions as-
sist their customers in selecting valid data for their re-
porting. Sportec Solutions highlight making data “con-
sultable” for their customers, and emphasise that “the
whole processes of refining match data according to
the customer’s wishes stays in our [Sportec Solutions’]
hands.” OPTA also advise customers on how to imple-
ment data. Even though both companies mainly work
with professional football data, Sportec Solutions’ assess-
ment also applies to amateur data: “It’s more economic
if specialists do that [data handling], as it is not the cus-
tomer’s core business to work with data and operate
a database.” Thus, there is a clear distinction between
data collection and preparation on the one hand, and
data usage by media outlets on the other. Moreover,
software providers often act as brokers between data
providers and media outlets. However, there are excep-
tions, such as the Bavarian Football Association, which
brokers its own data without intermediaries (Beinschuss,
Nordbayern Amateure). This approach to data handling
echoes Lindén’s (2017b) call to divide tasks between pro-
grammers and journalists, and shows that data providers
offer an innovative service that newsrooms cannot de-
liver themselves.
4.1.2. Training of Journalists and Newsrooms
As data handling is largely out of the media outlets’
hands, so is tinkering with the automation software.
Both AX Semantics and Retresco offer their customers
basic training in using their software; the aim is for news-
rooms to manage the software independently. However,
this training does not include teaching customers how
to fundamentally reprogram the software. According to
Retresco, the underlying algorithm is complicated, which
is why their software “looks much like [Microsoft] Excel.”
Thus, journalists may only input basic “rules for data in-
terpretation,” such as “synonyms for club names in sin-
gular and plural” (Nordbayern Amateure) or “team nick-
names” (Beinschuss), so that the “texts don’t always look
the same” (FussiFreunde). ReportExpress also simplify
working with their app by offering plug-and-play report-
ing, in which users “simply tap action and decision but-
tons” that, for example, describe the weather or the
speed of the match. These limited options for working
with technology contradict the prediction that journalists
will acquire computational skills and thinking (Carlson,
2015; Gynnild, 2014; Lindén, 2017a). In fact, according to
Beinschuss and FussiFreunde, to operate Retresco’s tex-
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tengine, one “doesn’t need technological skills at all,” as
“just the index finger” (Nordbayern Amateure) suffices.
These accounts differ heavily from the interviewee from
Der Spiegel, who works with raw data and advocates
having advanced software skills. He thus resembles the
“meta-writer,” as he distinguishes between “data journal-
ists and traditional editors.” However, journalistsworking
with automation software do not program it themselves;
they rely on a pre-set product.
4.1.3. Software Development
The software providers state that they continually im-
prove the functionality and usability of their software.
However, Retresco questions if more development was
necessary for its language quality, asking “whether the
football texts we now have are good enough.” This senti-
ment echoes Carlson’s (2015, pp. 424–425) finding that
journalists generally claim that automated texts are of
acceptable quality, as they mimic a “wire-service-style
news story” that has no individual journalistic voice any-
way. However, Retresco’s assessment demonstrates that
data and software providers introduce a new set of rules
to sports journalism, which is guided by the opportuni-
ties the technologies provide aswell as their limits, in this
case the language and structural capabilities of the soft-
ware (Tandoc, 2019, p. 141). Moreover, these capabili-
ties have to be extensively defined. Fussball.de say that it
took “a lot of manual work” to program the software and
make it “talk sports” by, for example, adding “metaphors
and idioms.” For this programming, fussball.de employ a
dedicated project team of “sports journalists, machine
learning specialists, software specialists and linguists”
that set up the software in the first place and continues
to work on modifications. Thus, implicit interlopers are
not only welcomed, but are invited to the news process
in order to define the rules and semantics of automated
sports coverage (Graefe, 2016, p. 18). However, in this
case, the German Football Association is an implicit in-
terloper itself, working with other interlopers to create
automated news.
Nordbayern Amateure report that software
providers respond to requests from media outlets to
add further functionalities. ReportExpress also receive
“wish lists” from their customers, mainly amateur clubs,
indicating that users are involved to some degree in soft-
ware development. Interviewees’ descriptions of the
audience feedback on the automatically created articles
mirrors the ambivalent findings of previous research
(e.g., Clerwall, 2014; Yao et al., 2018). For instance,
Beinschuss state that a club was not happy to be re-
peatedly called the “shooting gallery of the league,” and
asked for a change in programming, which Beinschuss
did by eliminating this phrase from their copy of the
software. Fussball.de also reacted to amateur clubs’
feedback and adapted the software accordingly. In ad-
dition, fussball.de also allows team managers on both
sides to edit the automatically created articles. Thus,
there could be three reports of a single match, created
by “the software, the home team, and the away team.”
Around 80% of teams do not use this option, which
supports fussball.de’s claim that their article quality is
“very good.’’
Other reader feedback claims that the automatically
written articles were “not exciting” (Sportbuzzer), and
generated fewer clicks than usual. However, most in-
terviewees report positive feedback from their read-
ers (Retresco, fussball.de, Nordbayern Amateure).
FussiFreunde say their readers perceive automation to
be “normal,” as they receive very little feedback any-
more. Retresco and Nordbayern Amateure also state
that readers might not even notice they are reading au-
tomated content since it is often not labelled as such
(Braun, 2014). In summary, readers’ assessments are
ambivalent, and some interviewees actively work on the
quality of the articles to address readers’ feedback.
4.2. Content: Additional Coverage
The implicit interlopers have produced innovative tools
that introduce new opportunities to cover previously un-
derreported amateur football and for in-depth statistical
and historical reporting. These types of reporting are not
innovative per se, but would require extensive manual
work to perform without automation.
4.2.1. Solving the Capacity Problem
All interviewees confirm that automation helps media
outlets increase the quantity of news while working with
limited resources (Graefe, 2016). They agree that au-
tomated journalism increases coverage in areas where
there was hardly any before, in this case amateur foot-
ball (see van Dalen, 2012). AX Semantics and Retresco
emphasise the possibility of serving large regions with
few journalists, as:
Automated reporting is in some cases the only reason
why there is a full report instead of a simple table or
a summary of several matches….Fans appreciate that
we report on their village team in a way that resem-
bles the Bundesliga. (AX Semantics)
Sportbuzzer, FussiFreunde and Nordbayern Amateure
agree, as they lack the time and personnel to cover ev-
ery match manually, especially concerning pre-match re-
ports and team statistics.
All interviewees mention that their readers benefit
from automation. Beinschuss emphasise that automa-
tion offers “additional value” for their readers, even
though the articles may be written based on “rudimen-
tary data.” Nordbayern Amateure add that amateur cov-
erage is a “service for lower leagues” that they could
not deliver without automation. The implicit interlopers,
the data and software providers, are thus welcomed into
newsrooms to helpmedia outlets address economic chal-
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lenges (Tandoc, 2019, p. 141). Fussball.de also emphasise
the notion of offering a “service”; the representatives
state that they want to give amateur football “more at-
tention, as they are hardly featured in the media,” and
to do so “nationwide” for all matches, including youth
teams. These examples show that implicit interlopers
may help in “cultivating stronger press–public relation-
ships” (Holton & Belair-Gagnon, 2018, p. 74), as the ex-
panded coverage brings outlets and audiences closer to-
gether, especially where there was no coverage before.
Der Spiegel, albeit without using text automation, add
that they use structured data to create value for their au-
dience with “timeless” stories, such as their “Fan Atlas,”
which gives a data-driven overview of football fan friend-
ships and rivalries in Germany.
AX Semantics see automation as a starting point
for in-depth reporting, as newsrooms “can deliber-
ately select matches which have high news value, and
then report on them again manually.” Beinschuss and
FussiFreunde agree on the benefits of utilising automa-
tion to find a “news angle” to report on manually (Allen
et al., 2010; Thurman et al., 2017), and do not view au-
tomation as a threat to the journalistic profession, but
rather as a helpful tool that summarises data in an effi-
cient manner.
4.2.2. Statistics and Historical Reporting
Automation helps detect historical statistics, which is
efficient and saves time. For instance, an algorithm
can assess the team’s performance in the latest match
to determine “how teams and individual players per-
formed [during the season]” (AX Semantics). Sportec
Solutions add that historical data offer opportunities for
deeper storytelling through “historical contexts, peculiar-
ities, records” or “form curves” (FussiFreunde), which
may help to verify “perceived truths” (Der Spiegel). The
speed with which historical data can be generated is also
valuable for professional sports (Nordbayern Amateure).
Sportec Solutions argue that even though professional
football is reported on anyway and thus automation does
not fill the same gap as in amateur football, automation
may provide “original texts,” so thatmedia outlets do not
have to use “news agency texts which might not differ
across customers.” Thus, the innovative work of implicit
interlopers allows media outlets to work with new for-
mats and engage in forms of storytelling that would have
taken extensive manual work otherwise (Lindén, 2017a).
Through this coverage,media outlets can formdeeper re-
lationships with their (sometimes very small) audiences
(Graefe, 2016, p. 26).
4.3. Money: Football Only
Although the interviewees repeatedly mention the no-
tion of offering a service to their readers, automation in
the sports beat hinges on business decisions. All but one
interviewee claim that automation in Germany is eco-
nomically viable only for amateur football; it is less ap-
plicable to other sports.
Retresco state that the focus on football is a business
decision: “Everything apart from football would be more
of a hobby [to customers],” as other sports would not
bring sufficient financial revenue. Der Spiegel does not
work with text automation, but say that “readership in-
terest” is crucial for “very complex and time-consuming
data stories.” Therefore, football is the subject of most
sports reporting “even if data might be available [for
other sports].”
OPTA and Sportec Solutions both emphasise that
data collection is in principle possible for many sports,
as is automated news creation, especially “for team
sports similar to football, such as handball, basketball or
hockey” (ReportExpress). Other sports in which “style”
(AX Semantics) matters might be more difficult, as well
as sports “deviating from shooting goals or hoops, such
as curling, sailing or fencing” (ReportExpress).
Only Beinschuss aim to use automation for other
sports, namely winter sports. The Beinschuss represen-
tative says that winter sports face similar capacity and
personnel problems, but stresses that this endeavour
depends on data availability. Nevertheless, all intervie-
wees acknowledge that using basic data from all sports
would in principle be of interest to the media, for exam-
ple for tennis (Nordbayern Amateure). Therefore, even
though structured data might be available, and it might
be possible to develop templates (e.g., Allen et al., 2010;
Gunasiri & Jayaratne, 2019), these developments hinge
on business decisions. Such decisions also affect profes-
sional football in terms of historical reporting, as collect-
ing more than the basics would be “too expensive” with
“probably little gain” (OPTA). Thus, the challenge does
not lie with the implicit interlopers here, as they can in
principle offer more data and templates; it instead lies
with the news outlets, which have to find economically
viable business strategies and negotiate the trade-off be-
tween offering a service to their readers and sufficient
financial revenue.
4.4. Quality: The Art of (Human) Sports Reporting
The trade-off between offering a service to readers and
economic considerations also applies to the quality of
automatically generated articles. While media outlets
generally appreciate the increase in the quantity of ar-
ticles, some have quality concerns regarding their formu-
laic structure and language, as well as incomplete con-
tent due to limited data availability. The outlets employ
a range of strategies to deal with these issues, such as
editing the automated articles.
4.4.1. Quality Before Quantity
Quality concerns especially relate to the language and
structure of automatically created articles. For instance,
Sportbuzzer was the only outlet in the sample to decide
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not to use automated reporting after a test run. It claims
that even though human-written match reports often
“resemble automated reporting,” as many of them are
written using a template (van Dalen, 2012), the quality
of the automated texts was “not what we had imagined.”
As the automatically created articles had to be heav-
ily edited for language, the outlet claims that automa-
tion did not save its employees any time. Sportbuzzer’s
representative emphasises that they do not want to of-
fer their readers this type of coverage, as sports report-
ing is about “bringing in something “real,” such as a
“coach’s comment.’’
FussiFreunde agree, and edit their articles, for ex-
ample by adding quotes and further information, which
teams even supply without being asked if a reporter
cannot attend the match. FussiFreunde stress that they
have a strong bond with their readers, and thus aim
to add further information and “[bring] emotion to the
facts” through exclusive reports, direct quotes, and sto-
rytelling (Horky & Stelzner, 2013). Thus, FussiFreunde
still favours human reporting over automation, as they
emphasise the “human advantage” (Galily, 2018; Graefe,
2016, p. 11), whereas automated articles serve as more
of a baseline. Thus, these outlets recognise the advan-
tages of automation, yet assert that journalists still over-
see the process (Wu et al., 2019, p. 1454).
Nordbayern Amateure agree with putting “quality
before quantity.” They edit every automatically created
text, for example when these are “too judgmental,”
and add further information such as “direct quotes.”
This kind of quality control—or, as Graefe (2016, p.
35) describes it, “man–machine marriage”—requires
personnel, and thus Nordbayern Amateure contradict
the notion that automation reduces jobs in journalism
(Lindén, 2017a). The representative states the opposite:
“Theoretically, we could even employ more people who
operate the textengine.’’
Beinschuss also cover “special events” manually,
which automation gives them the time to do. They re-
port that automation is away for their journalists to “con-
centrate on their own, good stories, which they most
certainly would rather put on their CV than pre-match
or post-match reports.” However, they acknowledge that
automation is the only way to offer “a short report on
every match,” which they could not achieve manually.
Trying to achieve this goal before automation led to re-
ports of “relatively low quality” due to personnel and
time constraints.
While some quality considerations might be a pro-
gramming issue—AX Semantics claim that a human may
indeed feed “humour, irony, sarcasm, emotional value”
into the software—automation also faces limits in spe-
cific forms of coverage. Retresco report that program-
ming tournament modes would be too complex; how-
ever, these are a vital part of the sport. In addition to
programming limitations, quality is also affected by lim-
ited data availability.
4.4.2. Data Limitations
The availability of structured data is the most important
prerequisite for automated journalism (Graefe, 2016).
However, even though Retresco claim that “data avail-
ability might be themost important thing,” amateur foot-
ball in particular suffers from limited data availability.
As rarely more than the basics, such as “lineups and goal
scorers” (Sportec Solutions), are available, automated
articles rely on relatively few data points. Beinschuss
concede that “the machine doesn’t recognise special
events,” so the course of the match might not be ad-
equately reflected in the data (Sportbuzzer). Sportec
Solutions agree: “The data only show a piece of the
whole football or Bundesliga experience. When a player
announces the end of his career, receives flowers and
has tears in his eyes, then we can’t see that in the data.”
Again, emotions play a big role for the interviewees,
echoing one of the sports journalists in Thurman et al.’s
(2017) study who complains that automated texts do not
offer relevant context. Moreover, aborted or cancelled
matches are often not noted in the data, which may lead
to false reports (Beinschuss), which is one reason why
Nordbayern Amateure edit every automated text before
publication. Beinschuss and Nordbayern Amateuremen-
tion that since limited data are available from the re-
gional Bavarian football association, additional sources
have to be brought in for Bavarian outlets.
Apart from the issues arising when aborted or can-
celled matches are not reported, most interviewees say
their data are errorless, even though they have to be
examined thoroughly for “completeness, potential out-
liers, mistakes” (Der Spiegel). Thus, “databases have to
be maintained” (Retresco) continuously so that readers
do not find (and report) mistakes (Sportbuzzer).
Some of these problems might be cured with further
software development. According to AX Semantics, their
software offers to include context by adding a second
data stream on weather or press releases about play-
ers. ReportExpress do not use third-party data streams at
all, but ask their users to enter their assessments of the
match’s atmosphere and other surroundings along with
factual data such as goals and yellow cards. In terms of
mistakes in the data, ReportExpress do not scan for data
mistakes, as users are responsible for their own data en-
try, and say that it is their sole responsibility to care for
the “error-free running of the app.” AX Semantics assure
that the software can detect obvious mistakes, such as
reporting “21 [goals] instead of two.”
5. Conclusions and Outlook
This study shows howdata providers, software providers,
and news outlets perceive and work with article au-
tomation in German sports reporting. I demonstrate that
the working processes of these actors are deeply inter-
twined, which can be seen, for instance, in how data and
software providers deliver the prerequisites of article au-
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tomation, without which this type of journalism cannot
be done. Moreover, software providers and media out-
lets jointly adjust the software according to the individual
outlet’s needs based on ongoing feedback that includes
the audience’s reception.
These examples show that “journalistic strangers”
(Holton & Belair-Gagnon, 2018) are vital in the auto-
mated news production process. They bring about an in-
novative form of reporting that helpsmedia outlets scale
up the quantity of their amateur football reporting, al-
lowing outlets to offer a service to the lower leagues in
their region. These implicit interlopers, namely the data
and software providers, thus bring new opportunities to
news outlets without challenging journalistic authority.
Their central role implies a power shift, as journalists
depend on them during the news creation process, and
work with them to produce articles (Ahva, 2019; Primo&
Zago, 2015; Tandoc, 2019). The ongoing negotiation be-
tween journalists and interlopers manifests itself in the
tension between offering a service to readers while ad-
hering to the manifests of sports journalism, which in-
cludes emotion and storytelling (Horky & Stelzner, 2013).
This negotiationmainly applies to software providers, yet
data providers are included in this conversation regard-
ing data quality concerns.
Despite the vital role of the implicit interlopers, me-
dia outlets do not view their role as diminished or feel
they are in competition with the automation software
(van Dalen, 2012). As FussiFreunde explain, “nothing
changes at all for us journalists,” as they still have to add
meaning and emotion to the automatically created ar-
ticles, staying firmly in charge of the published product
(Wu et al., 2019). But even if the automatically created ar-
ticles are not edited, they still add extensive value for the
news outlets’ readers, including by granting the journal-
ists more time for interviews and other exclusive stories.
However, as the Sportbuzzer case shows, not everyone
reaps the benefits of automation. Quality considerations
demonstrate that the sports beat might be a unique case
with regard to automation, as many interviewees, includ-
ing Sportbuzzer, noted that sports stories require context
and further editing. Nevertheless, Beinschuss concisely
summarises the value of automation: “Automation is def-
initely an added value for our readers. So why shouldn’t
we make use of this?” Future research could examine
whether this is different for other beats such as finance,
where the raw numbers tell a story in themselves.
As power negotiations and shifts occur, an open
question is whether data and software providers might
turn from implicit to explicit interlopers, which feature
their own media coverage and then do challenge jour-
nalistic authority, similar to blogs and citizen journal-
ists (Eldridge, 2019). Fussball.de, run by the German
Football Association, for instance, provide reporting on
amateur matches, even though they claim that they
“don’t call [their coverage] journalism, but rather text
generation according to data,” as the software cannot
“give context” or “judge” matches, and thus “the ma-
chine won’t replace journalists.” They regard automated
content as a service to amateur clubs, which can use
the articles on their websites and social media feeds.
Despite these claims, their offering of extensive cover-
age opens up a new dimension of the automated news
process. As in the examples above, implicit interlopers
maybecomeexplicit interlopers even if thatwas not their
original intention. In the case of fussball.de, the involve-
ment of interlopers goes even further, as the German
Football Association works with a team of software and
machine-learning specialists as well as linguists, which
demonstrates how an interloper works with other in-
terlopers to provide automated news articles. Data and
software providers may also become explicit interlop-
ers. For example, Sportec Solutions and Retresco work
on new media formats together, which are supposed to
be used for both their customers and themselves. OPTA
and Retresco also see other interlopers using automated
sports content. Betting companies, for example, may em-
ploy historical data not only to calculate their odds, but
also to generate stories around them. Thus, fussball.de
and the other implicit interlopers take an active role in
“defin(ing) the place of automated journalism within the
larger context of news” (Carlson, 2015, p. 417), demon-
strating how interlopers shape this field.
In all these cases,media outlets are cut out of the pro-
cess. In this new environment, media outlets thus have
to clearly establish the added value they give their read-
erswith automation, and how their coverage differs from
what interlopers deliver. Nordbayern Amateure could be
a model for this avenue. They heighten the value of pro-
viding news content in large volume by editing every arti-
cle with quotes and in-depth information, thus using au-
tomated articles as a baseline. Thus, they retain journal-
istic authority while making effective use of the technol-
ogy. All in all, as data and software providers as well as
other implicit interlopers continue to acquire journalis-
tic authority, the power balance between interlopers as
mere service providers on the one side andmedia outlets
on the other is shifting. It is not yet known how these
developments affect an already shrinking news market,
and how interlopers will define their role in news pro-
duction, even if they might not describe their content
as ‘journalism.’
As implicit interlopers may become explicit interlop-
ers and take the journalistic stage, this expanded involve-
ment of interlopersmay have consequences for all actors
in the journalistic news process. This includes the audi-
ence, which, as could be seen in this article, is perceived
as almost a partner in developing automatically created
output. Questions arise about how readers would per-
ceive the interlopers’ news-like narratives which take on
journalistic authority over match odds and player pro-
files, especially when these narratives are indistinguish-
able from journalistic articles. Moreover, it remains to be
seen whether audiences care about such a distinction in
light of being offered a highly personalised product that
news media are often not able to deliver due to person-
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nel and budget constraints. I propose that researching
this distinction between automatically created articles
provided by news outlets and by interlopers is a route
that research on audience perceptions of news automa-
tion could take. The present works mainly focus on the
reception of new outlets’ content, and examining inter-
lopers as another message source could shed new light
on audiences’ perception of both source and message
credibility of automated content.
All interviewees except Sportbuzzer, which stopped
creating automated articles, either have plans for the en-
hanced use of automation or see the potential for fur-
ther applications. Fussball.de is working on new features,
such as putting player profiles into text (e.g., club history,
minutes played), programming a skill for Amazon’s Alexa,
or adding articles for youth leagues. Beinschuss aim to
experiment with winter sports and further areas such
as weather and event calendars. Thus, it remains to be
seen how automation will continue to be employed in
sports newsrooms, and whether other sports coverage
apart from amateur football will be automated; the fu-
ture direction will largely depend on data availability. For
professional football, OPTA and AX Semantics propose
using more data sources, such as tracking data gathered
from sensors on players’ jerseys, to flesh out the report-
ing. While they acknowledge that privacy considerations
may be a concern, AX Semantics say that this kind of data
would bring about a “new space of meaning” for sports
journalism. But even without innovative data collection
methods, also professional football coverage is generally
thought to benefit from automation. Unlike in amateur
football, the mere coverage of professional football is
not an issue, yet “being the first to cover it” (Retresco)
could be. Automation could then be used to send out
short snippets and direct audience attention to their out-
let via push notifications. Internationalisation strategies
might also play a role, since some software offers to si-
multaneously translate the generated articles into other
languages. Both software providersmention the possibil-
ity of finding newmarkets, such as “fans who are located
in other countries” (AX Semantics). In summary, automa-
tion holds considerable future potential, and it remains
to be seen howmedia outlets and interlopers will exploit
these opportunities.
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